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NEW MOTHS FOR WATER AND SNOW!
Title
Title
SRP
Label
Developer
Genre
UK Release
Format

Tiger Moth – Float Plane Pack
Tiger Moth – Ski Plane Pack
£6.99 / €10.95 $11.99 each or £10.99 / €15.95 / $18.99 for both
Just Flight
Aeroplane Heaven
Flight Simulation
OUT NOW
Download exclusively from Justflight.com

Float and ski additions to the Tiger Moth hangar!
The wheel and tail dragger versions of this iconic biplane have already won a huge
amount of critical acclaim in Just Flight’s Tiger Moth package. But now the development
team at Aeroplane has come up with something a little different – Tiger Moths on floats
and skis!
The good news is that you don’t need to have the full Tiger Moth program installed to
answer the call of the sea or break the silence of the snowy wastes – both packs are
unique aircraft that can be downloaded and installed straight into Flight Simulator X or
2004.
These aircraft come with the same award winning features of the land based machines
and the accurate, detailed models have been carefully researched to ensure the highest
levels of authenticity and realism. Superb sound sets, realistic animations and textures
come together to bring you two great aircraft that will broaden your horizons even further!
Click here for full details of both packages and be sure to check out the special offer here
where you can but the packs together and make a saving.

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS: Microsoft™ Flight Simulator X or 2004 – Windows
Vista or XP
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: PC with 2.0GHz (equivalent or higher) processor
(2.5GHz for FSX), 512Mb RAM (1.0Gb for FSX), graphics card with 128Mb (or higher)
video memory, Hard disc space 250Mb

About Just Flight
Just Flight is the world's leading flight simulation specialist, publishing a wide variety of

digital aviation products. Their range comprises a multitude of different titles, including
stand alone flight simulations as well as add-ons for Microsoft’s multi-million selling Flight
Simulator and Combat Flight Simulator. Just Flight also has Just Trains, a specialist label
devoted to stand alone train simulators as well as add-ons for the ever-popular Microsoft
Train Simulator.
A British company, based in Huntingdon, Just Flight has been established for over ten
years. It prides itself on quality, value and customer service, which it backs up with a
unique money-back guarantee on all its products.
About Aeroplane Heaven
Aeroplane Heaven is one of the world's top developers of virtual aircraft. The team design
and create award-winning virtual models of classic aeroplanes for a wide range of uses
including film, television and flight simulation. For Microsoft's Flight Simulator, AH
specialises mostly in building vintage warplanes and trainers from the 1930s and 1940s.
Very few developers can match the high levels of authenticity and detail to be found in an
Aeroplane Heaven production.

